25 Recent Career Development Textbooks and Other Helpful Guides For Starting Up Your Career Course


Hess, P. (2007). Career Success: Right Here, Right Now! (2nd ed.). South-Western Educational Pub. $100.95

Levitt, Julie (2009). Your Career: How to Make it Happen (with CD-ROM) (7th ed.). Southern-Western Educational Pub. $49.03


* indicates these texts are guides versus textbooks


Yena, D. (2010). Career Directions: The Path to Your Ideal Career (5th ed.). Career Education. $53.75


For further information, please visit the Center for the Study of Technology in Counseling and Career Development at: http://www.career.fsu.edu/techcenter/

Above prices from Amazon.com, updated as of June 20, 2011

* indicates these texts are guides versus textbooks